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Introducing Spy Games...
We are the world’s leading event and training specialist in espionage activities; spanning the globe we are 
passionate about delivering high quality corporate programmes that entertain and excite.

Established in 2001, we have helped hundreds of companies with team building activities, product promotions 
and corporate entertainment. Presented by highly trained professionals we bring to life the exciting world of 
international espionage.

Our ethos...

...Inclusiveness

We have something for everyone, from strategic problem solving, to physical evasion activities, our programmes 
are specially designed to ensure the whole team participates irrespective of gender, age, physical competency 
or managerial level.

...Exciting entertainment

The universal appeal of spies like Bond and Bourne can be translated into bespoke or off-the-shelf 
programmes that will enthral participants, as they delve into the fascinating world of covert missions,

problem solving and intrigue.

...Authentic quality

Our instructors are highly trained and create authentic scenarios for participants to enjoy seemingly real world 
adventure. Using the latest equipment and gadgets we take espionage entertainment to a new level.

Talk to us, the experts, on +44 (0)3338 007 007
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What we can do for you...
We have the capacity and expertise to tailor programmes according to your specific requirements. Whether you

wanted a ‘The Italian Job’ or ‘Oceans Eleven’ style heist for your sales team of 10, or a Bond training camp for

1000 - we can deliver it. We take away the hassle and ensure your event runs smoothly and professionally.

By taking the best action and adventure from the world of secret agents we enable participants to learn new

skills and experience the thrill. We use the latest equipment and gadgets to create an authentic experience that

will not only entertain but provide a dynamic, challenging environment to develop skills and help your teams

interact better and improve efficiency.

How we work

We are flexible and can either offer off-the-shelf programmes or work closely with you to provide a tailor-made

event or training package that fits your budget and objectives.

We can deliver most of the programmes anywhere in the world and in almost any venue from coaches, trains,

hotels, Bedouin tented camps or even your office. Our only constraints are the budget, logistics and health

and safety.
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Our existing programmes...
The Enigma Project

For groups of 5 to 5000, taking between 2 hours to 3 days, we create a series of secret agent challenges – this

versatile format can include branding, icons and keys messages. Perfect for hotels, conference centres and

meeting rooms.

Hostage Rescue

The ‘Special Forces’ team will be given extensive training to rescue a hostage, as a team they must plan,

practice and implement the rescue operation. A minimum of 8 people required.

Evasive Driving

Three and a half hours of intensive action, held at our racetrack facility near Northampton.Definite must for

all driving enthusiasts. Learn how to conduct a high speed chase, do the perfect handbrake or J-turn and

much more.

A Diamond Heist

The chance to act as a criminal mastermind, this popular programme requires the team to work together to

create a detailed plan and then to execute the perfect robbery after weapons training from the experts.
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Tailor any of these programmes...
Spy Hunt

The teams only have just over 3 hours to gather intelligence and earn spy dollars on this mission. Perfect for city

locations worldwide, this flexible event can use any HQ be it a café, hotel room or warehouse. Minimum of 24,

with up to 150 participants.

Spy Challenge

A great evening’s entertainment tailored to provide interactive spy entertainment to add a sparkle to the night.

Finish off the evening with our Casino run by professional croupiers with all the trimmings of a real ‘Casino

Royale’ evening. Perfect for gala dinners, Christmas parties or launch events.

Survival Training

Learn the basics of survival in an afternoon, full day or even overnight under the stars. Tailored to suit your

requirements the training can cover anything from making a fire, to high/low ropes or navigation.

Escape and Evasion

Operate ‘behind the lines’ and evade capture in this exciting programme. Participants are split into ‘hunters’

and ‘runners’. This event is held at our 400 acre venue in Buckinghamshire and requires a moderate degree

of physical fitness. Designed for 18 -60 players.
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Case studies...
Using our extensive planning and co-ordination skills and expertise we can deliver international events anywhere

in the world. We work with PR and event agencies, marketing departments, corporate entertainment and

promotions companies to create unique events worldwide. Everything from movie or TV launches, computer

games promotions, award ceremonies, Christmas parties or corporate training events.

The Brief: Boot camp for 1000 Russian Media

Company employees

Venue: Luxurious spa hotel, Antalya, Turkey

Mission: Provided spy training in an outdoor boot

camp format for 3 hours. The participants were taken

‘outside their comfort zone’ in a safe, controlled

environment. They worked as teams under a time

constraint to learn new skills and conquer the

challenges set.

The Brief: Promote a new handheld

Sat Nav for 70 journalists

Venue: HQ: a café in Barcelona

Mission: Created a Thomas Crown style art heist,

the journalists used the product to track the stolen

treasure across the city. It culminated in an exciting

high speed powerboat chase to an offshore boat

to claim the paintings.
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Case studies...
The Brief: Deliver the Enigma programme

to 90 middle managers

Venue: The Grand, Brighton, England

Mission: Delivered an interactive team building

programme to multiple teams.

They competed against each other by undertaking a

series of 20 minute spy challenges. The variety of

activities from strategic problem solving to creative role

play ensured that everybody was kept interested and

a variety of skill sets used within the teams.

The Brief: Train 200 production engineers and

account managers in a rural location

Venue: Bedouin tented camp in Marrakesh

mountains, Morocco

Mission: Set up a remote Bond training camp in a

rural setting, where mixed teams enjoyed a variety of

activities including dodging laser beams, silent

weapons firing, bomb deactivation and the thrilling zip

wire experience. Account managers and engineers

were forced to work together in teams, building

rapport and appreciating their different skill sets.
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Testimonials...
"Many thanks for the highly entertaining and extremely useful session with your team yesterday in Escape and

Evasion. We are an organisation with 30 offices across the UK and Europe and an event like yesterday was

perfect for pulling together the Heads of Office into a management team."

Katherine S, Events Manager, Lambert Smith Hampton

"I thought Alan Taylor, Angel City Designs and Spy-Games executed extremely well in New Orleans this

weekend. Nice to see three separate agencies get together to create an amazing consumer experience.

Everyone on your teams demonstrated the highest degree of professionalism."

Brian W, Diageo, San Diego

“Excellent – I thought they were one of the best corporate event providers I have come across all the instructors

were friendly and fun”

G.W. Account Coordinator, Ernst & Young

"Spy Games proved themselves to be a reliable partner that can deal with any task of any level of difficulty.

They met all our high demands and implemented a very bright and creative teambuilding experience for the

1000 guests in Turkey that was greatly appreciated."

Natalia P. F, General Director, One2Remember, Moscow

"The feedback on the Spy Games part of the conference was outstanding, a testament to the quality of the

games and the excellent organisation from your team. This ties in very much with the informal comments I've

heard since - which has been universally positive. I'd like to reiterate our thanks for the work that you put in - the

end result made it all worthwhile."

Dave L, Conference Organiser, Lloyds TSB Group
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Companies we’ve worked with…
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Accenture

American Express

Asda

Ashmore Group Ltd

BAA

BAE

Barclays Bank

Barclaycard

Best Western

Black & Decker

Bovis Lend Lease

Bristol Myers Squib

British Petroleum Plc

British Gas

British American Tobacco

British Telecom

BSkyB

Buck Consultants Ltd

Buena Vista Home Entertainment

BUPA

Carphone Warehouse

Chillisauce

Coca Cola Enterprises

Deloitte & Touche

Denplan

Diageo

Eidos

Eon

Ernst & Young

FHM

Fire Service College

Freshfields

Gemserv

Glaxo Wellcome

Halifax

Inntel

Intervoice

KPMG

Lambert Smith Hampton

Lloyds TSB

Microsoft

Ministry of Defence

MotivAction

Nokia

Nationwide Building Society

Norwich Union

O2

Open University

Panasonic

Pera International

PricewaterhouseCoopers

Proctor & Gamble

Royal Bank of Scotland

Red Bull

Red Letter Days

Royal Bank of Scotland

Serco Group

Siemens

Shell

Sony

The Home Office

Thoratec Ltd

TK Maxx

Travers Smith

Travis Perkins

Unilever

United Biscuits

United Utilities

University of Wolverhampton

Virgin

Virgin Atlantic

Vodafone

Wagamama

Warwick University

XBOX

Yorkshire Water
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